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An inexpensive, easily synthesized calixarene:fluorotoluene host:guest inclusion complex has been
designed for optimization and calibration of solid-state NMR measurements of carbon–fluorine distances
using Rotational Echo DOuble Resonance (REDOR). Complexation of the fluorotoluene with the calixarene
host separates the molecules such that simple two-spin behavior is observed for one site with a 4.08 Å
carbon–fluorine distance. Fluorotoluene dynamics within the calixarene matrix cause motional averaging
of the dipolar couplings, which makes it possible to easily optimize REDOR experiments and test their
accuracy for relatively long distance measurements (>6.6 Å). This provides a new tool for accurate REDOR
measurements of long carbon–fluorine distances, which have important applications in the characteriza-
tion of fluorine-containing drugs, proteins, and polymers.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Rotational Echo DOuble Resonance (REDOR) is a solid-state
NMR technique for measuring internuclear distances. Carbon–fluo-
rine REDOR in particular is a powerful tool for studying macromol-
ecules and supramolecular complexes due to its long effective
range; literature reports include a >10 Å distance, measured with
sub-Angstrom accuracy, in drug-bound microtubules [1]. Fluorine
also represents a convenient handle on which to pin such measure-
ments in some of the most interesting classes of organic com-
pounds: it is a natural reporter in many drugs and polymers, and
can be site-specifically introduced biosynthetically into proteins
[2] and chemically into DNA [3].

However, to measure long distances the REDOR pulse sequence
(Fig. 1) requires long evolution times and many pi pulses. Conse-
quently it can be compromised by small missets of the pi pulse
tip angle, which may result from B1 field inhomogeneity, instru-
mental drift, or miscalibration. This issue has long been recognized,
and modifications to the pulse program have been proposed that
make it more robust [4–6]. Ideally the pi pulses should be cali-
brated as precisely as possible, and then the REDOR performance
should be validated in a control experiment on a standard com-
pound. A suitable compound should have three characteristics.
ll rights reserved.
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First, it should have a 13C–19F spin pair with known dipolar cou-
pling. Second, the dipolar coupling should be weak so that the ob-
served 13C spin dephases slowly enough that the same number of
pi pulses are used in the control and the experiment; this ensures
that pi pulse errors contribute equally to both. Third, the spin pair
should be sufficiently isolated that it behaves as a two-spin sys-
tem; this allows the REDOR curve to be fit to an analytical expres-
sion, giving a quantitative measure of the recoupling performance.
The latter can be difficult to achieve in the case of fluorine. For
other pairs of isotopes, this is routinely achieved by preparing an
isotopically labeled molecule and diluting it in unlabeled material
(e.g., 13C, 15N glycine in unlabeled glycine for carbon–nitrogen RE-
DOR). However, because 19F is the only stable isotope of fluorine,
simple self-dilution is not an option.

Instead, we turned to the tools of supramolecular chemistry to
produce large molecular complexes with well-separated 19F nuclei.
Calixarenes are well-studied macrocyclic compounds with central
cavities known to be useful for incorporating smaller molecules;
they have been investigated as potential sensors [7] and controlled
chemical-release agents [8]. Here we make use, instead, of their
substantial bulk and their tendency to form predictably structured,
well-ordered crystals. We used tert-butylcalix[4]arene to encapsu-
late and separate smaller, fluorine-containing molecules with
moderately long 19F–13C distances. The resulting complex is shown
to be useful for optimization of REDOR experimental parameters
and for testing the accuracy of long distance measurements.
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Fig. 1. The REDOR pulse sequence. The number of rotor cycles of dipolar dephasing,
n, can exceed 64 for long distance measurements, making it critical to determine
whether cumulative pulse imperfections compromise the accuracy of such
measurements.

Fig. 2. The host–guest inclusion compound. Guest 4-fluorotoluene carbons green,
host tert-butylcalix[4]arene carbons black, oxygen red, fluorine cyan. (A) A single
host–guest pair. Arrows indicate the dynamics as extracted from NMR (see text).
The star indicates the most useful carbon atom for calibration of long-distance
REDOR (see Fig. 3). (B) Orthoscopic view of packing interaction within the crystal.
Alternating rows are displaced slightly within the plane of the page. (The reader is
referred to the web version of this article for interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend).
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2. Results

2.1. Structure and dynamics of fluorotoluene:calixarene inclusion
compound

tert-butylcalix[4]arene was incubated in a 70 �C water bath
with excess 4-fluorotoluene and cooled to give crystals of the com-
pound of interest. These materials are commercially available and
inexpensive, and so the standard compound is readily accessible to
laboratories without expertise in synthetic chemistry. The struc-
ture was solved by X-ray diffraction and is shown in Fig. 2. The cal-
ixarene host forms an extended molecular framework with
regularly spaced cavities (Fig. 2B). The fluorotoluene guest inserts
into these cavities, with the methyl peak pointing back toward
the body of the host and the fluorine pointing away. This orienta-
tion is confirmed by the 13C NMR spectrum: the guest methyl peak
appears �5 ppm upfield from its chemical shift in solution, due to
its interaction with the ring currents of the host aromatic rings.
This confirms a prediction about the structure that we made based
on previous studies. Brouwer et al. studied the inclusion compound
of tbuty-calix[4]arene with toluene and found that the guest in-
serted primarily with the methyl peak pointed toward the host,
but that 10% inserted in the opposite direction [9]. A similar ten-
dency in the fluorotoluene compound would have introduced het-
erogeneity into the system, and complicated interpretations of the
data. However, Enright et al. investigated the properties of inclu-
sion compounds with fluorine-substituted benzenes, and found
that fluorine atoms display a strong preference to point out of
the calixarene cavity [10]. Based on this, we predicted (correctly)
that including a fluorine atom para to the methyl group would
drive the toluene to insert wholly in the preferred direction.

The fluorotoluene guest does display some disorder: the crystal
structure shows it occupying four different positions, rotated by
90� about the 4-fold axis, and it has substantially larger tempera-
ture factors than most of the host. Previous studies of the inclusion
compound with (deuterated, non-fluorinated) toluene found a sim-
ilar disorder, which is dynamic rather than static and consists of
two different types of motions: rapid rotation of the guest mole-
cule around its own axis of symmetry, and the reorientation of that
symmetry axis within the cone-shaped cavity of the host [9,11].

The disorder in the fluorotoluene compound reported here is
also dynamic, as demonstrated by a 19F chemical shift anisotropy
that is much smaller (anisotropy = 6.4 ppm) and more symmetric
(g = 0) than expected for a static aromatic fluorine. Using static
CSA parameters determined [12] for a similar compound (paraflu-
orophenylalanine, anisotropy = 75 ppm, g = .67), we can quantita-
tively model the motion of the guest. According to Hiyama et al.,
[12] the chemical shift parameters for 4-fluorophenylalanine are
d11 = 75 ppm, d22 = 0 ppm, and d33 = �50 ppm, with d22 oriented
along the C–F bond, d33 perpendicular to plane of the aromatic ring,
and d11 perpendicular to the other components. We assume these
values and orientations are a suitable model of the static 19F CSA
for the 4-fluorotoluene guest in our inclusion compound. Rapid
rotation around the C–F bond axis would average d11 and d33, lead-
ing to a new, axially symmetric CSA pattern where d11 = d22 =
12.5 ppm and d33 = 0 ppm, with d33 oriented along the C–F bond
and d11 and d22 perpendicular. Expressed relative to the new isotro-
pic shift, these values are d11 = d22 = 4.167 ppm and d33 = �8.33.
The measured CSA components for the inclusion compound are
74% of these values predicted for rotational averaging of the fluoro-
phenylalanine ring, suggesting the fluorotoluene undergoes an
additional motion that further reduces the CSA. For a second rank
tensor such as the CSA, isotropic motion within a cone with a half-
angle of h scales all of the components by a factor of (1 � cos3 h)/
[2 � (1 � cos h)] � 1/2 [13]. A cone with a half-angle 35� provides
a scaling factor of 74%. Therefore, the motionally averaged 19F
CSA of the fluorotoluene guest in the inclusion compound can be
accounted for by rapid rotation around the guest molecule’s inter-
nal axis of symmetry, along with the reorientation of that axis in a
cone with a half-angle of 35�.

The motional model in which the fluorotoluene guest rapidly
reorients around its axis of symmetry, and this axis itself reorients



Fig. 4. REDOR data for the guest methyl carbon marked with a star (inset). The
nearest (5.59 Å) fluorine is shown as a cyan sphere; the next nearest (7.80 Å)
fluorine is shown as a blue sphere. The ‘‘unshifted” REDOR pulse sequence shown in
Fig. 1 was used, with pi pulses at 0.5Tr (rotor period) and up to 64 rotor cycles. (The
reader is referred to the web version of this article for interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend).
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within the host cavity to sweep out a cone with a half-angle of 35�,
is similar to that proposed for related inclusion complexes in pre-
vious studies. The corresponding angle in the toluene inclusion
compound was found to be 8� or 11�, by NMR [9,11]; the angle
in the monofluorobenzene inclusion compound was suggested to
be 78�, by X-ray diffraction [10]. The fact that the angle for fluoro-
toluene is between that for toluene and fluorobenzene likely re-
flects competing effects of sterics and electrostatics associated
with the methyl and fluoro substituents. The methyl group intro-
duces steric bulk, which limits the mobile range of the guest. The
electron-withdrawing nature of the fluorine atom, on the other
hand, should favor tilting of the guest to allow interactions be-
tween the electron-deficient guest ring and the electron-rich host
rings.

Although alternate models of the motion can account for the re-
duced CSA, this does not affect the primary goal of this study: mod-
eling the REDOR dephasing of the isolated two-spin 13C–19F spin
pair (Fig. 3). The off-axis motions needed to further scale the rota-
tionally averaged CSA by 74% would similarly scale the dipolar
couplings of 13C–19F pairs on the guest axis of symmetry by the
same factor. The scaling factors for couplings to fluorines on neigh-
boring molecules will be somewhat different in other motional
models, affecting 13C–19F spin pairs that are not fully spin dilute
(Figs. 4 and 5), but in our experience the dephasing curves for most
sites do not depend strongly on the exact magnitude of the scaling
of these couplings.
Fig. 5. REDOR data for the host hydroxide-bound carbon marked with a star (inset).
The nearest (5.86 Å) fluorine (on a guest below the calixarene) is shown as a cyan
sphere; the next nearest neighboring fluorines (at 7.96, 8.57, and 9.68 Å) are shown
as blue spheres. The ‘‘unshifted” REDOR pulse sequence was used with up to 64
rotor cycles. (The reader is referred to the web version of this article for
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend).
2.2. 13C {19F} REDOR of fluorotoluene:calixarene demonstrates
accurate measurement of weak dipolar couplings

With the crystal structure showing the average position of the
atoms, and a working knowledge of the dynamics in the com-
pound, multi-spin REDOR curves can be simulated for different car-
bon atoms. The experimentally obtained REDOR data agree very
well with simulated curves that include a 33� cone motion for sev-
eral sites, indicating that the guest dynamics are adequately cap-
tured by the model derived from the 19F CSA. We attribute the
slight discrepancy in the cone half-angle (33� for REDOR vs. 35�
for CSA) to fluorophenylalanine being an imperfect model of the
static 19F CSA parameters for this compound.

The site with the weakest 13C–19F dipolar coupling that behaves
as a simple two-spin system is the guest aromatic carbon para to
the fluorine, marked with a star in Fig. 2A, as demonstrated by
the equivalence of predicted curves in Fig. 3 for dephasing due to
Fig. 3. REDOR data for the guest para aromatic 13C atom marked with a star (inset).
The nearest (4.08 Å) fluorine is shown as a cyan sphere; the next nearest (9.16 Å)
fluorines, from neighboring guest molecules, are blue spheres. REDOR pulse
sequence shown in Fig. 1 was used, but with pi pulses shifted from 0.5Tr to 0.15
Tr (rotor period) and up to 64 rotor cycles. (The reader is referred to the web version
of this article for interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend).
a single fluorine vs. the five nearest fluorines. The dipolar coupling
between this carbon and the fluorine in the same molecule is
323 Hz (417 Hz, scaled to 77% by the motional averaging of the
guest). As stated, the scaling of the CSA by the off-axis motion pre-
dicts an equivalent scaling of this two-spin dipolar coupling,
regardless of the nature of the off-axis motion. The REDOR data
shown in Fig. 3 are obtained using a ‘‘shifted” version of the REDOR
pulse program (the pi pulses are shifted away from the center of
the rotor period) that recouples only a fraction of the dipolar cou-
pling, which allows longer evolution times and so more pi pulses
[5]. The data are in excellent agreement with the predicted dephas-
ing curve for up to 64 rotor periods of dephasing (128 pi pulses).
This dephasing curve is equivalent to that expected for a 100 Hz
coupling or 6.6 Å distance. Use of a more pronounced shift or high-
er spinning speed can likely extend this out to 128 rotor cycles, as
needed to test accuracy of even longer distance measurements.

This analysis is further supported by the fact that the same mo-
tional model also accounts for REDOR dephasing of other carbon
sites in this complex. The guest methyl position (marked with a
star in Fig. 4) was analyzed using data acquired with the unshifted
REDOR experiment. The nearest fluorine (5.59 Å) is the one colored
cyan; the next nearest (7.80 Å) is directly below, colored blue.



Fig. 6. Percent dephasing of the host methyl peak as a function of the 19F pulse
duration. Sixty-four rotor periods of dephasing were used, with a ‘‘shift” of 0.16.
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Inclusion of the ‘‘blue” fluorine in a simulated REDOR curve per-
turbed the results, indicating the system is not spin dilute. How-
ever, simply including the additional fluorine did not accurately
model the experimental results until the aforementioned motional
model was incorporated in the simulation. Accordingly, the cou-
pling to the cyan fluorine atom was scaled by 77%. To compute a
scaling factor for the blue fluorine, we calculated that it would
move laterally by up to 3.9 Å (assuming the methyl group of the
guest molecule was anchored, and the molecule swept out a cone
with a half-angle of 33�). This lateral offset, and the crystal-struc-
ture derived distance between the star-marked carbon and the
blue fluorine, suggested the vector between them occupied a cone
with a half-angle of 26�. Accordingly, the coupling to the blue fluo-
rine atom was scaled by 86%. Use of a different motional model
might change the magnitude of the 86% scaling, but small changes
in the scaling of this weaker coupling should not significantly
change the calculated REDOR curve. As seen in Fig. 4, this model
successfully describes the dephasing of the guest methyl carbon,
just as it does the previously discussed carbon para to the fluorine
atom.

Additional carbon sites in the inclusion compound become
increasingly difficult to model with the same degree of detail, as
more spins become relevant and the influence of the compound’s
dynamics becomes more difficult to address. Still, the details are
roughly in keeping with the model where the crystal structure re-
flects the average position of the atoms and the guest molecule
moves within a 33� cone. Consider the case of the host carbon
bound to the hydroxide group (Fig. 5). REDOR simulations based
on the crystal structure show that the system is not spin dilute.
The simulation with only the nearest fluorine (cyan, 5.86 Å) con-
sidered differs from that where sequentially more of the next-
nearest neighbors (blue, 7.96, 8.57 and 9.68 Å) are included; the
curve for the rigid-limit five spin system is shown. However, when
the strongest of these couplings (to the cyan-colored fluorine) is
attenuated by a geometrically-derived factor similar to that dis-
cussed for the guest methyl peak, the resulting simulation agrees
well with the experimental data. A more complicated model (for
example, with scaling factors for the additional fluorine couplings)
was not considered, as the demonstrated lack of spin-diluteness
precludes use of the site as an effective REDOR standard.

2.3. Fluorotoluene:calixarene enables rapid calibration of fluorine pi
pulses

The fluorotoluene calixarene inclusion compound is useful not
only for evaluating the performance of a REDOR experiment with
a certain number of pi pulses, but also for quickly and easily cali-
brating the pi pulses to be used. Narrow, high signal-to-noise fluo-
rine spectra of the compound can be acquired without proton
decoupling, since the engineered fluorine-diluteness minimizes
19F–19F couplings and the motion of the guest attenuates both
the 19F CSA and 1H–19F dipolar couplings. This allows the 19F nuta-
tion frequency at a given RF power level to be determined in a fluo-
rine-observe experiment. The pi pulse duration can then be fine
tuned using a REDOR experiment, by choosing the pulse length
that gives maximum dephasing. As described above, the more pi
pulses used, the more sensitive this experiment is to slight errors
in the pulse length. The number of pulses that can be used is max-
imized by both a weak 13C–19F dipolar coupling (to minimize sig-
nal loss to dephasing) and a long T�2 of the 13C atom being
observed (to minimize signal loss to relaxation during the REDOR
evolution time). The methyl groups of the calixarene host have a
very long T�2 (114 ms), most likely due to dynamics as reported
for similar inclusion compounds [9]. They are also coupled fairly
weakly to the guest fluorine, due to the distance between them
and the dynamic nature of both the guest and the host. As a result,
many rotor cycles of dephasing can be used in the pi pulse calibra-
tion experiment, rendering it sensitive to small tip angle missets,
without greatly reducing the sensitivity of the experiment. Com-
bined with the fact that this is the highest-signal peak in the
NMR spectrum (there are 12 equivalent atoms per host/guest pair),
this means the pulse length can be calibrated quickly. Fig. 6 shows
the results of such a calibration experiment: the percent dephasing
of the host methyl peak is plotted as a function of the duration of
the 19F pi pulse. This data shows a clear maximum and was col-
lected with only 32 scans per S/S0 pair on a 300 MHz instrument;
the entire experiment was completed in 15 min.

3. Conclusion

We have characterized the structure and dynamics of the 1:1
inclusion complex of 4-fluorotoluene and tert-butylcalix[4]arene
and demonstrated its utility for optimization and calibration of RE-
DOR measurements of long 13C to 19F distances. This inexpensive,
easily synthesized supramolecular complex makes it possible to
test spectrometer performance for distance measurements using
as many as 128 or more pi pulses. This is a substantial improve-
ment on a standard previously used in our lab and others,
fluoropolycarbonate [5]. The strong dipolar couplings in fluoro-
polycarbonate (fluorine to resolved carbon distance of 2.4 Å and
no significant dynamics) mean that, even with a ‘‘shifted,” attenu-
ated REDOR experiment, only 48 pi pulses of dephasing can be
applied before the observable signal has completely decayed. The
new inclusion compound makes it possible to test REDOR perfor-
mance under the many-pulse conditions used to measure very long
distances.

The agreement of both 19F anisotropy measurements and RE-
DOR distances with the motional model of the calixarene suggests
that REDOR variations to compensate for imperfect pulses, such as
using multiple refocusing pulses, additional phase cycling, or com-
posite pulses [4,5], are not necessary under our experimental con-
ditions. However, one limitation of the inclusion compound is that
the guest dynamics average the CSAs of both the fluorine and car-
bon atoms. Thus this compound cannot be used to test for possible
REDOR errors due to large chemical shift anisotropies; this is one
source of error that might be removed by the REDOR pulse se-
quence variations mentioned above. We sought to address this is-
sue by lowering the temperature of the calixarene compound, with
the hope of freezing out any motion. However, at the lowest tem-
peratures we could achieve with our instrument (�50 �C), we saw
only a modest increase in the 19F CSA, indicating that the
compound retained substantial dynamics. Alternately, it may be
possible to design an inclusion complex with another fluorinated
small-molecule guest, which has restricted motion, for testing RE-
DOR performance at many rotor cycles in the face of large CSAs.
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Validating the accuracy of long-distance REDOR measurements is
critical to applications which to date have included determining
the structure of polymeric nanoparticles loaded with small mole-
cules [14], an important cancer drug bound to tubulin [1], and
receptor–receptor distances in bacterial signaling complexes
[15]; the work presented here paves the way for even more appli-
cations in the future.
4. Experimental

4.1. Compound preparation

4-tert-butylcalix(4)arene and 4-fluorotoluene were purchased
from Sigma–Aldrich and used as received. 100 mg of 4-tert-butyl-
calix(4)arene was placed in a vial with excess (�5 mL) 4-fluorotol-
uene and incubated overnight in a 70 �C water bath. To obtain
larger crystals, the vial was repeatedly heated to 70 �C and cooled
slowly to room temperature. Solid crystals were filtered exten-
sively to remove excess guest/solvent (though the presence of
some unincorporated solvent should not adversely affect the
NMR experiments if crosspolarization is used). For NMR experi-
ments crystals were ground to a fine powder prior to packing in
the rotor.
4.2. NMR

All experiments were performed at 25 �C on a Varian Infinity
Plus spectrometer operating at 300.1 MHz 1H frequency. Samples
were packed in standard rotors with Vespel spacers to allow back-
ground-free detection of 19F. A slow-speed spinning (2 kHz) 19F
spectrum of the inclusion compound was obtained with 50 kHz
proton decoupling (see supplementary information).

13C observed spectra (both CP and REDOR) were acquired at a
MAS rate of 6 kHz, as this minimized spectral overlap with spin-
ning sidebands; 1H decoupling was 100 kHz for CP spectra and
85 kHz for REDOR. Chemical shift referencing for 13C was done
with an external adamantane standard, with the adamantane
CH2 shift taken to be 38.48 ppm relative to tetramethylsilane
[16]. Pi pulse widths in REDOR experiments were 10.0 ls for 13C
and 6.3 ls for 19F. The REDOR pulse sequence used a single 13C
refocusing pulse and XY8 phase cycling of the 19F dephasing pulses
[17]. Assignment of the peaks in the 13C spectrum (see supplemen-
tary information) is based on previously assigned shifts for 4-fluo-
rotoluene in CDCl3 (Spectral Database for Organic Compounds,
http://riodb01.ibase.aist.go.jp/sdbs/cgi-bin/cre_index.cgi?lan-
g=eng) and for the inclusion compound of tert-butylcalix[4]arene
with toluene [9].

The CSA parameters were extracted from spinning sideband
intensities by the Herzfeld-Berger method [18], using the software
HBA (HBA ver. 1.4, K. Eichele, R.E. Wasylishen, Dalhousie Univer-
sity, 2001). Principle components were: d11 = 3.096 ppm,
d22 = 3.096 ppm, d33 = �6.191 ppm. The fits were found to be
somewhat dependent on initial conditions, with the ‘‘rho” or skew
parameter being more sensitive than the ‘‘mu” or span.

13C-observed, 19F-dephased REDOR data were obtained for the
inclusion compound. Data obtained using the full coupling REDOR
sequence (dephasing pulses centered in the rotor cycle at 0.5 Tr)
were used in modeling slow-dephasing nuclei (Figs. 4 and 5). For
more quickly dephasing sites (Fig. 3), a REDOR pulse sequence with
dephasing pulses at 0.15Tr was used because it recouples only a
fraction of the dipolar coupling, leading to longer dephasing times
[5]. REDOR curves were checked for spin diluteness (and hence
ready fitting by an analytical expression) and for conformance to
the model of dynamics extracted from the 19F CSA. All simulated
REDOR curves were generated using the SIMPSON/SIMMOL NMR
simulation package [19,20].
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